Setting Up Kennels & Boarding Services
In general, it is always easier to have something like Small, Medium and Large
(whatever grouping you want) in the Kennel Count and then assign products/services
under them. This will give you a lot of flexibility (a little more complexity), but most
of all, the ability to have an accurate boarding count for each kennel type.
In the following example, there are groupings of small, medium, large and
“Luxury” kennels. Each kennel has a number of boarding services assigned to it.
For example, you might have "Boarding 1 Dog - Small", "Boarding 2 Dogs Small" that are associated with the "Small" Kennels. You might also have
"Boarding 1 Dog - Medium", "Boarding 2 Dogs - Medium", etc. for the Medium
sized kennels. Something similar for whatever other sizes/groupings you have.
In this way the particular size kennel can hold more than one dog in a family and
they would get charged for say … "Boarding 2 Dogs - Medium", a two dog per
night price using up one kennel.

Figure 1 - Kennel Count

When someone schedules a boarding, you can easily determine which size kennel you
will need to reserve based on the size of the pet(s) thereby maintaining control of the
count of each kennel type. While it may seem a duplication of services, you will avoid
overbooking a specific sized (or other “themed”) kennel type.

Figure 2 – Example Boarding Services
The above list shows some example services and prices. Note that the prices for
additional dogs are accumulative and there isn’t a separate per--‐dog charge. This
allows you a great deal of flexibility where you can group multiple dogs in one kennel
and even include multiple kennels or service types depending on the needs of the
owner.
In the following example we will board a total of 6 pets (these are our actual pets,
which probably explains why we never go anywhere! The pets are using a total of
three different kennels.

Figure 3 – Example
Complicated Boarding

Figure 4 – Dashboard

Figure 5 – Checkout

Note that at checkout, there will be the three line items (one for each service) giving a
total of $150.00 per night. While this example is in the extreme, it does give a good
representation of the flexibility of setting up kennels and boarding services in this way.
There are other ways of setting up kennels including lumping them all together and
assigning them wherever you want, but unless the kennels really are the same
size/type, you run the risk of not having the correct size kennel available when you
need one.

